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ABSTRACT
Enceladus, one of the satellites of Saturn, exhibits evidence of recent fault activity, which
may be due to gravitational fluctuations, or tidal stresses, generated by its orbit around Saturn.
Recent Cassini spacecraft observations of Enceladus reveal water-ice plume activity at the south
polar region, originating from locations that correlate with four geologically young, linear
fracture-like features, named the “tiger stripes”. It is the goal of this investigation to determine
the ideal geophysical and geological factors (e.g., fault depths, frictional coefficients, ice layer
thickness, ocean layer thickness, tidal stress sources) that support fault activity on Enceladus.
The core of this work is a synthesis of stress predictions provided by a numerical tidal stress
model (SatStress) and a quantification of failure scenarios based on Coulomb failure laws. We
determine that constraining the ice layer thickness to < 40 km, ice coefficients between 0.1 and
0.3 and fault depths < 3 km promote fault activity along the tiger stripes. Based on these results,
I suggest a plan to employ these techniques to understand Europa, an icy moon of Jupiter that
exhibits similar fault systems. Agenor Linea, a fault in the southern hemisphere of Europa, is the
target for identifying mechanisms for fault activity. This study will lead to a more comprehensive
understanding of the fault behavior on icy satellites of the outer solar system.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
In the scope of planetary research, Enceladus and Europa provide a unique glimpse into
the tectonic behavior of icy moons. Similar to the volcanism observed by the Voyager missions
of Jupiter’s moon Io (Porco et al, 1996; Greenberg et al, 1998), these icy moons offer yet
another dynamic system to improve our understanding of tidally-driven tectonics and geologic
activity. In the same way that scientists have used Io’s volcanism to understand its interior, cryotectonism on Enceladus and Europa will lend hints into their interior constitution. While the
degree of observed tectonic behavior exhibited by outer solar system moons appears to vary
widely, all of these types geologic activity are the response to variations in tidal forces, as a
satellite orbits its parent planet (e.g., Helfenstein and Parmentier, 1985; Leith and McKinnon,
1996; Greenberg et al., 1998; Hoppa et al., 1999; Figueredo and Greeley, 2000; Kattenhorn,
2002; Schenk et al., 2007).
Specific to this thesis are questions that arise surrounding the development and
mechanisms that drive cryotectonics of Enceladus and Europa. Several geodynamical models,
many of which include the interactions of a global ice shell underlain by a subsurface ocean,
have been developed to help explain such geologic activity (e.g., Nimmo and Pappalardo, 2006;
Nimmo et al., 2007; Hurford et al., 2007b; Smith-Konter and Pappalardo, 2008). Active fault
systems unique to these icy moons are of particular interest. Enceladus hosts a roughly parallel
system of faults in the south polar region, known as the “tiger stripes”, while Europa’s surface
exhibits several unusually bright fractures (i.e., Agenor Linea, Rhadamanthys Linea, Astypalaea
Linea, etc.). Evidence of both transform and normal faulting are observed on Enceladus and
Europa, yet the global extent and geological ages of these features may be quite different (Schenk
and McKinnon, 1989; Prockter et al., 2000; Porco et al., 2006; Hurford et al., 2007).

The

existence and magnitude of a subsurface ocean on both satellites may also be a critical catalyst
for fault activity (Kattenhorn, 2001; Smith-Konter and Pappalardo, 2008). The key objectives of
this work are to identify the extent of such a subsurface ocean’s effect on varying tidal stresses,
and determine the system’s effectiveness at driving cryotectonism at the surface of each satellite.
1

This thesis will address fault failure and activity of Enceladus and Europa through a synthesis
of stress predictions provided by a numerical tidal stress model (Wahr et al, 2008) and a
quantification of failure scenarios based on Coulomb failure laws. We explore the following key
questions:

1. What are the conditions (i.e. ice layer/ocean thickness, fault depth, coefficient of friction)
that activate or deactivate fault failure on Enceladus?
2. What role do diurnal stresses and/or non-synchronous rotation play in the development of
large strike-slip faults on Europa?

The critical objective of this research is to determine the conditions for fault failure on
Enceladus, which we quantify through an analysis of normal, shear, and overburden stress
variations along faults as a function of orbital position. For most of this work, Enceladus is the
primary target of investigation. Varying the fault depth, frictional coefficient, and depth of the
subsurface ocean provides a basis for forward modeling of Enceladus’ tiger stripes. These
models indicate that crustal ice layer thickness has an important influence on fault failure
behavior of the tiger stripes (Olgin et al., 2011). A similar approach is also applied to obtain
preliminary results of fault failure on Europa at Agenor Linea.

2

CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND
2.1 Overview
During the late 20th century, a suite of missions visited the outer solar system. Two in
particular were deployed to study the outermost moons of Jupiter and Saturn. The Galileo
mission, launched in 1989, investigated Jupiter and its moons. Prior to the mission completion in
2003, Galileo returned a wealth of data concerning Jupiter’s atmosphere and, important to this
thesis, image data of Europa. The Cassini-Huygens mission , launched in 1997, was sent to
study Saturn and its moons. Having completed its primary mission goals in 2008, one of which
to send a surface probe to Saturn’s moon Titan, Cassini’s extended mission is to now further
analyze the geologic activity of Enceladus. Both Galileo and Cassini-Huygens brought about a
large interest in icy moons, in particular Europa and Enceladus, and their implications for the
existence of global, subsurface, water ocean that could be a driving mechanism forongoing
geological activity (Pappalardo et al., 1999). Further research and analysis continues in efforts
to understand the formation of these moons and the factors that contribute to their icy tectonism
(e.g., Pappalardo et al., 1999, Nimmo et al., 2007).

2.2 Enceladus
Enceladus (Figure 1a), roughly the size of Arizona (Table 1), is an important member of
the Saturnian system , as its surface geology provides a unique display of old and young terrain
and was thought to be linked to Saturn’s out ring development

(Spencer, 2006) .

Photoclinometry observations from the Voyager II mission were used to create the first
geographical maps of the Enceladus, detailing lineaments and ridges, banded terrains, and
cratered and rifted plains (Kargel and Pozio, 1996). Folded belts, similar to the Appalachian
mountain chain, chronicle a tectonically active moon (Kargel and Pozio, 1996). Enceladus’s
high albedo suggests that the surface is mostly ice that has been smoothed out in specific regions,
for example at Sarandib Planitia (Kargel and Pozio, 1996; Bland et al., 2007). Enceladus’s
internal structure is thought to be comprised of an ice shell underlain by an ocean (Nimmo,
2007)?. This inference is based on heat flow measurements (Spencer, 2006) and the ratio of ice
3

to water in the plume ejecta from the southern pole as obtained from the Cassini mission data
(e.g., Porco et al., 2006; Nimmo et al., 2007).
Four, predominately linear, fractures, known as the “tiger stripes” (Figure 2), span the
southern polar region of Enceladus (Porco et al., 2006). These fractures, named Alexandria,
Baghdad, Cairo, and Damascus, will be the primary focus of this thesis. Due to tidal forces
acting on the moon, these fractures appear to be the source of jets composed of ice and water
(Spitale and Porco,2007a; Spital and Porco, 2007b)). Spaced about 30 km apart from each other
and roughly 130 km in length, the tiger stripes appear dark in the near infrared (Porco et al.,
2006). Localized heat flow, measured by the Cassini Composite Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS)
near the fractures demonstrates a possible correlation between plume activity and tidal effects
along the tiger stripes (Spencer et al., 2006; Spitale and Porco, 2007).

2.3 Europa
Europa, one of the four major Galilean moons (Figure 1b), may have the potential for
harboring life (Pappalardo et al., 1999). Europa’s crust is thought to be mostly composed of
water ice overlying a water ocean, with a silicate-iron core beneath (Pappalardo et al., 1999).
The lack of craters suggests that tectonic activity regenerates the surface (REF). The topography
of Europa is characterized by double-ridged fracture systems, which gives it a hummocky
appearance (Greenberg et al., 1998). Several ridges and various faults (e.g. Agenor Linea) are
thought to be a direct result of tectonic activity driven by tidal fluctuations (Schenk and
McKinnon, 1989). Reddish-brown surface deposits are likely cryogenic evaporates (sulfates,
chlorides, etc.) (McCord et al., 1998).
Agenor Linea (Figure 3) is a key right-lateral fracture of interest in Europa’s southern
hemisphere. High-resolution Galileo observations revealed unusual photometric properties in
the surrounding terrain, indicating possibly recent geological activity (Geissler et al., 1998).
Additional observations made from the Galileo mission show mottled terrain near Agenor Linea,
also pointing to possible recent tectonism (Prockter et al., 2000).

4

2.4 Similarities Between Enceladus and Europa
Though they are different in mass and density (see Table 1), both satellites are thought to
have subsurface oceans that are likely maintained by tidal heating forces. Enceladus shows signs
of surface regeneration where previous features, such as craters and ridges, once existed
(Kattenhorn, 2001). Europa has also been extensively resurfaced and also shows signs of recent
surface deformation, such as ridges (Kattenhorn, 2001; Schulson, 2002;). These features provide
the motivation to further study the roles of surface composition, rheology, and orbital mechanics.

2.5 Sources of Tectonic Stresses on Icy Satellites
There are at least three sources of stress that are responsible for the tectonic processes on
Enceladus and Europa. The first is diurnal tidal stress. Diurnal tidal stresses result from the
rotation of a satellite about its axis coupled with an eccentric orbit about its parent planet. This
will generate gravitational variations that cause deformation of the figure of the satellite as a
function of its orbital period (Figure 4) (e.g., Helfenstein and Parmentier, 1985; Greenberg et al.,
1998; Kattenhorn, 2002; Spaun et al., 2003). Diurnal tidal stresses such as these are thought to
play a role in the develoment of fractures along the tiger stripes of Enceladus (e.g., Nimmo et al.,
2007; Hurford et al., 2007; Smith-Konter and Pappalardo, 2008). Diurnal tidal stresses are also
hypothesized to produce similar effects on fractures on Europa (Greenberg et al., 1998; Hoppa et
al., 1999). Previous studies suggest that diurnal tidal stresses may also be responsible for fault
and/or fracture formations on Jupiter’s moon Io and Neptune’s moon Triton (Greenberg et al.,
1998; Hoppa et al., 1999; Nimmo and Gaidos, 2002; Prockter et al., 2005).

The second possible source of tectonic stress is non-synchronous rotation (NSR). NSR
stress is derived from decoupling of an icy satellite’s crustal ice layer from its deeper interior,
which would allow the outermost layer to rotate faster than the lower layers (Helfenstein and
Parmentier, 1985). This would produce a phenomenon analogous to the tidal bulge as seen on
Earth (Ojakangas and Stevenson, 1989), where there would be a differentiation of stresses within
the icy surface. This overall effect could add to the building of stresses globally, causing
increased tectonic activity over long timescales. In the case for Europa, this effect could be more
pronounced and more directly related to geological features noted there (Kattenhorn, 2001).
However, there is no strong evidence to date that supports NSR for Enceladus (R. Pappalardo,
5

personal communication).

Additional stresses can also contribute to other geological processes. Other stresses can
be derived from internal and exterior heating detected near the fractures (Spitale and Porco,
2007a). At least in the case for Enceladus, such diurnal stresses could cause pressure ridges to
form on the surface of a moon (Greenberg, 2005). However, this would not fully explain the
source of the plumes that have been recently detected emanating from the tiger stripes (Spitale,
2007a; Spencer, 2006) of Enceladus, nor the apparent resurfacing of Europa (Kattenhorn, 2001).
Other hypothesis have also been introduced, such as tidal despinning (Melosh, 1977),
reorientation of the surface relative to spin axis (Melosh, 1977) and radial and librational tides
due to an eccentric orbit (Yoder, 1979; Greenberg et al., 1998). Here we focus on diurnal stress
mechanisms of tidal deformation for Enceladus and the combination of diurnal and NSR stress
mechanisms for Europa.

Table 2.1. Physical properties of Enceladus and Europa
Name

Radius
(km)

Mass
(kg)

Mean
Density
(g/cm3)

Crustal
Ice
Density
(g/cm3)

Orbital
Semimajor
axis (km)

Orbital
period (days)

Orbital
Eccentricity

Surface
Albedo

Enceladus

252

1.1x1020

1.60

0.920

237948

1.37

0.0047

0.95

75

Europa

1569

4.80x1022

3.01

0.920

670900

3.55

0.009

0.67

102

6

Surface Mean
Temperature (K)

Figure 2.1. Images of (a) Enceladus (NASA, PIA06254) and (b) Europa (NASA, PIA00502), acquired by the Cassini
and Galileo spacecraft respectively. Numerous fractures span Europa’s entire surface, while Enceladus’s tiger stripes are
prominent only in the southern hemisphere.

Figure 2.2. Enceladus’s south polar region in polar stereographic projection. (a) High resolution image
map derived from Cassini images (Roatsch et al., 2008). (b) Location of the four tiger stripes. The small
open dot along the Damascus stripe identifies the fault segment shown in Figures 6-9. Figure taken from
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Smith-Konter and Pappalardo (2008).

Figure 2.3. Galileo mosaic of the right-lateral Agenor Linea fracture on Europa. Black boxes A, B, and
C shows the fault segment discussed in Section 5.2. Image modified from Procter et al. (2000).

Figure 2.4. Enceladus’s eccentric orbit (e = 0.0047) around Saturn and the tidal deformations that result.
Image modified from Dombard (2007). The “m = 0” denotes the starting orbit position (periapse).
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY
3.1 Overview
To investigate the plausible range of tidal stress mechanisms taking place on Enceladus
and Europa, a numerical modeling program (SatStress) was utilized to calculate both diurnal and
NSR tidal stresses. In this thesis, examples will be primarily provided for stress behaviors along
Enceladus’s tiger stripes, however future work will involve application of this methodology to
Europa’s Agenor Linea fracture. The role of input parameters, such as satellite composition and
rheology (viscosity, density, Lame parameters, etc.), layer thickness, and non-synchronous
rotation are explored, which can yield variations in the distribution of stresses. These stresses are
subsequently resolved onto calculated fracture features (fault planes) of varying orientation.
Quantification of fault failure scenarios, using a Coulomb failure approach, is established to
investigate fault failure conditions as a function of crustal ice thickness, friction, and fault depth.
In this chapter, the SatStress numerical model is introduced, which will function as the
anchor computational code among a suite of subroutines (Appendix B) to construct these models.
A reference model, assuming a set of general Enceladus parameters and the Coulomb failure
criterion will be applied using a suite of custom made programs described in Sections 3.2 and
3.3. Quantification of additional satellite parameters, expressed in terms of Love numbers
(Sections 3.4-3.5), are also evaluated to better understand the relationship between the satellite’s
interior composition, its tidal stresses, and the resulting fault failure implications.

3.2 SatStress for Enceladus
To calculate tidal stress as a function of 1) orbital position past periapse (see Figure 3.1),
and 2) geographic location on the surface of an icy satellite, we utilize a program called
SatStress. SatStress is a 2-D numerical code, developed at the University of Colorado and the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, that calculates tidal stress components at any point on the surface of a
satellite, allowing both elastic and layered Maxwell viscoelastic treatments of the icy shell (Wahr,
1981; Wahr et al., 2008). The program takes into account diurnal stress contributions, lunar
9

libration, non-synchronous rotation, and orbital eccentricity, and records the principal and raw
stress tensor components (σθθ, σθφ, σφφ) in ASCII formatted files. Examples of SatStress output
are provided in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. These data are used to calculate resolved normal, shear, and
Coulomb stresses (Section 3.4) using custom written scripts in MATLAB, C-shell and
FORTRAN. These results are mapped to their corresponding locations along the fault system
using Generic Mapping Tools (GMT). SatStress is a publicly available code, and has been used
in several studies (e.g., Smith-Konter and Pappalardo, 2008; Kay and Kattenhorn, 2009; Patthoff
and Kattenhorn, 2009). It is available at http://icymoons.com/satstress (web interface) and
http://code.google.com/p/satstress (Python source code and documentation).

3.3 The 24 km Ice Layer Reference Model for Enceladus
Based on a previous analysis of Enceladus’s interior (Nimmo et al., 2007), we employ a
base, or reference, model to begin our initial investigation of the tiger stripes’ stress field. We
use the SatStress input values in Table 3.1 for establishing, what we term, the 24-km ice layer
reference model. This model provides a reasonable projection of thermal dissipation of tidal
heating (Ross and Shubert, 2002).

3.4 The Coulomb Criterion
To analyze the tidal stresses from SatStress, we utilize the 2-D raw stress tensor (σθθ, σθφ,
σφφ) values and resolve these quantities onto discrete, quantized fault segments of varying
orientation using SatStress. For these segments, we incorporate shear (τs) and normal (σn)
stresses (e.g. King and Cocco, 2001; Turcotte and Schubert, 2002; Schulson et al., 2002; Nimmo
et al., 2007;) the following expressions:

1
     sin 2    cos 2
2

(3.1)

 n   cos 2     sin 2    sin 2 ,

(3.2)

s 

where β is the angle of fault orientation with respect to the longitudinal direction. Taking the
Damascus stripe as an example (Figure 3.3), we calculate the stress tensor components acting on
this fault segment as a function of orbital position past periapse (Figure 3.4). For the same
10

segment, we also show results of the resolved shear and normal stresses as a function of orbital
position past periapse (Figure 8).

Normal stresses are assumed to be positive when in

compression and negative when in tension, while shear stresses are assumed to be positive when
right-lateral slip and negative when left-lateral slip. For the example case shown in Figure 8,
peak resolved normal tensile and right-lateral shear stresses of ~70 kPa (m = 165) and ~45 kPa
(m = 240), respectively, are calculated at the Damascus stripe locality.
To investigate the interrelated roles of shear and normal stress in terms of fault
mechanics, several factors need to be addressed. One of the primary factors is the link between
tidal forces and the fault failure conditions along the “tiger stripes.

Using a variation of

Byerlee’s equation (Byerlee, 1978), fault failure begins when the overall shear stresses (in this
case, induced diurnal tidal shearing) are greater than the combination of overburden pressure
(gz) and the normal stresses acting on the fault segment,
τs ≥ μf (ρgz – σn),

(3.3).

This can equivalently be expressed in terms of the Coulomb stress equation
τc = |τs| - μf (ρgz – σn),

(3.4)

where µfis the coefficient of friction,  is the density, g is the surface gravitational acceleration,
and z is the depth of the fault. Here we define the overburden pressure to be constant and
positive and the absolute value of shear stress is used to determine relative stress magnitudes.
Based on the Coulomb failure criterion τc > 0, fault activation, or shear failure, is permitted due
to the fact that the quantity on the right side of Equation 3.3, or the frictional stress, is less than
the shear stresses acting on a fault. Alternatively, when τc < 0, shear stresses are less than the
frictional stress, which implies fault deactivation, or a locked fault.
In general, the application of this criterion allows us to quantify when the combination of
variable tidal shear and normal stresses yields a scenario that is sufficient or insufficient to
support shear failure (Figure 3.5). Direction of slip can also be determined using this criterion.
If the shear stress is right-lateral at the time that the Coulomb failure criterion is met, the fault
11

will fail both in a right-lateral sense, and vice-versa for left-lateral shear stress. For example,
shear stress dominates the example system in Figure 3.5 (assuming f = 0.2 and z = 2 km) near m
 55 and m  255, thus allowing the fault segment to fail in left-lateral and right-lateral sense,
respectively, throughout the indicated slip window.
Individual segments of a tiger stripe will experience the conditions for shear failure at
different positions within the orbital cycle because of varying fault orientations and spatial
variations in tidal stress (Smith-Konter and Pappalardo, 2008).

The sequence of stress

accumulation and shear failure also depends on the coefficient of friction, the faulting depth, and
the overburden depth, which we assume in this study remain constant for the entire tiger stripe
system. Using the Coulomb failure criterion, it is possible to predict failure direction and
frequency along each tiger stripe fault segment throughout the orbital cycle. Using the SatStress
model and the Coulomb failure criterion, we demonstrate a hypothetical failure scenario for the
24-km reference model at 40o steps in orbital position (Figure 3.6).

Both magnitude and

direction of shear and normal stresses are represented in Figure 3.6, as is the resultant Coulomb
stress.

Taking the Damascus fault segment as an example (Figure 10), we begin the cycle at
periapse (m = 0o), where tidal normal stresses are compressive, tidal shear stresses are leftlateral, and Coulomb stress is negative, representing a condition where the failure criterion is not
met along most of the fault and these sections are locked in place. At the next position (m =
40o), compressive normal stress has decreased, left-lateral shear stress has increased, and the
Damascus segment has now met the conditions for failure. At m = 80o, tensile normal stress
begins to appear, and large left-lateral shear stress is available, thus the fault segment continues
to meet the conditions for failure. These conditions change at m = 120o and 160o, as left-lateral
shear stress approaches zero and transitions to right-lateral stress. Here the fault-normal stresses
are tensile along the entire fault, but there is insufficient shear stress to drive failure. As the
right-lateral shear stress begins to increase at m = 200o and 240o, Coulomb stress again appears
positive and the failure criterion is again met. At m = 280o, increasing compressive normal stress
brings the fault back into a locked state and Coulomb stress appears negative. Compressive
normal stress dominates the failure conditions for the remainder of the orbital cycle, particularly
as right-lateral shear stress approaches zero and transitions to left-lateral shear. Here, left-lateral
12

shear stress is accumulated until the failure criterion is again met, and the cycle repeats.

3.5 Additional Assumptions
Several additional assumptions must be elaborated upon for completeness: fault depth of
at least 2 km, elastic lid thickness of 4 km, ice frictional coefficient of 0.2, and a subsurface
global ocean.

These key assumptions are taken to be physical constraints for Enceladus

(Sandwell et al., 2004; Nimmo et al., 2007; Hurford et al., 2007; Smith-Konter and Pappalardo,
2008), however, we must be confident that we are truly applying realistic parameters that are
supported by these. This is a crucial point in the investigation into fault activity, and a much
closer look into several physical variables, characterized by Love number parameters, is needed
and is addressed in the next section.

3.6 Love Numbers and the 4-layer Model of Enceladus Internal Structure
In order to build a realistic model we must understand the physical composition of
Enceladus, and to do that we draw on the results of previous studies (Nimmo et al., 2007;
Hurtford et al., 2007). SatStress requires specification of a 4-layer compositional model. For
Enceladus these layers comprise: a rigid upper ice lid; a lower, weaker ice layer; a water-ocean
layer; and a silicate core (Figure 11). We assign rheological parameters to each region including,
layer density (), layer Lame parameter (), shear modulus (), layer thickness (H), layer
viscosity () and non-synchronous rotation rate (NSR).
From these parameters, Love numbers h2, k2, and l2 – physical attributes characterizing a
material’s response to tidal forces – are calculated using a SatStress subroutine (Wahr et al.,
2008).

In the planetary science literature, Love numbers are used to summarize the bulk

properties of a planetary body (Kovalevsky and Seidelmann, 2004). The h2 Love number is the
reaction of the material to vertical displacement, k2 is the response to the elastic properties of the
material, and l2 is the response to horizontal displacement. Love numbers directly determine the
magnitude and orientation of tidal stresses manifested on the surface of a satellite. Thus these
values are needed for additional calculations in the SatStress programming when regarding to
fault failure. Love numbers are also used a direct input into the main SatStress program.
We are ultimately interested in investigating how tidal stresses vary as a function of ice
13

and ocean layer thickness (Figure 3.8). Thus our first-order goal is to obtain and verify Love
numbers that reflect such variations. We ultimately analyze several models with variable ice
layer thicknesses (i.e., 6 km, 24 km, 30 km, 40 km, 50 km, 75 km, and 90 km). However, Love
numbers are sensitive to several parameters other than H, including an ice layer viscosity, core
density, etc. Nimmo et al. (2007) calculate diurnal Love numbers (h2 = 0.2 and l2 = 0.04) for
their 24-km thick ice shell model using a 3-layer model for Enceladus (ice layer, water layer, and
silicate core). Assuming a 4-layer model for Enceladus (Figure 3.8), we have conducted a
thorough investigation highlighted in Appendix C of the Love numbers calculated by these
additional parameters most of which are documented in the Appendix of this thesis. We then
identified SatStress-specific parameters that generate similar Love numbers to Nimmo et al.
(2007) for a 24-km total ice shell. We then generated Love numbers for different ice layer
thickness models (keeping all other parameters constant as seen in Table 3.1, and ultimately use
these Love numbers to evaluate the near-surface stresses for each model.
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Figure 3.1. SatStress-derived map of Enceladus’s global compressional stresses at m = 10° (10° past
periapse).

Figure 3.2. SatStress-derived plots of Enceladus’s south polar region in polar stereographic projection.
The highlighted segment (circle) along the Damascus fault used for reference. The latitudinal stress
component (σθθ; left), longitudinal stress component (σφφ; right) and deviatoric, or shear stress, component
(σθφ; center) are shown for the m = 0° orbital position (periapse).
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Damascus Fault: 315W, 80S

Figure 3.3. Diurnal stress tensor components (σθθ, σθφ, σφφ) over one complete orbital cycle demonstrated
for a segment along the Damascus fault. Modified figure from Smith-Konter and Pappalardo (2008).

Damascus Fault: 315W, 80S

Figure 3.4. Resolved shear (s ) and normal (n) stresses based on the stress tensor formulation of
Equations 3.1 and 3.2. Modified figure from Smith-Konter and Pappalardo (2008).
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Figure 3.5. Example of diurnal normal and shear tidal stresses and the Coulomb failure criterion at
the Damascus fault segment. Shear failure, in the case, both left- and right-lateral sense, vary at
different orbital positions. Fault failure will occur when the shear stress is greater than the frictional
stress (gray-shaded regions). Modified from Smith-Konter and Pappalardo (2008).
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tension

compression

left-lateral

right-lateral

locked

free to slip

Figure 3.6. The normal, shear, and Coulomb stresses used for a 24-km thick ice shell captured at 40 orbital
increments. Colors for the shear stress indicate direction of slip: red for right lateral and blue for left lateral
slip. For the normal and Coulomb stresses, red indicates compression and a locked fault, respectively, and
green indicates tension and fault slip, respectively.
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tension

compression

left-lateral

right-lateral

locked

free to slip

Figure 3.7. Continuation of the 24-km model, for orbital range m = 200 - 320, captured at 40 orbital
increments. Colors for the shear stress indicate direction of slip: red for right lateral and blue for left
lateral slip. For the normal and Coulomb stresses, red indicates compression and a locked fault,
respectively.
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Figure
3.8. A generic
cross-section of Enceladus
constituent layers, showing
upper and lower ice layers,
ocean layer, and core layer.
For our 24-km ice shell
example model, we assume a
combined 3 km upper rigid
viscous lower ice layer ( =
1013 Pas).
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Table 3.1. SatStress input parameters
Ice shell thickness (H)
Degree-two Love numbers (h2)
(l2)
Ice Shear modulus (µ)
Ice Poisson ratio (υ)
Gravity (g)
Ice Density ( )
Satellite Radius (R)

24 km
0.2
0.04
3.5 GPa
0.33
0.11 m/s2
0.920 g/cm3
252 km

Satellite Mass (M)

1.08x1020 kg

Orbit semi-major axis (r)

2.38x105 km

Orbital Eccentricity (e)
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0.0047

CHAPTER 4
LIMITS OF ENCELADUS’S ICE SHELL THICKNESS FROM TIDALLY
DRIVEN TIGER STRIPE FAILURE
Reproduced by permission of American Geophysical Union (Geophysical Research Letters, 2011)

4.1 Abstract
Enceladus’s south polar thermal anomaly and water rich plumes suggest the existence of
a subsurface ocean, which is overlain by an ice shell of uncertain thickness. Our objective is to
constrain Enceladus’s ice shell thickness, through assessment of tidally driven Coulomb failure
of Enceladus’s tiger stripe faults. We find that thin to moderate ice shell thicknesses (< 40 km)
support shear failure along the tiger stripes, assuming low ice coefficients of friction (0.1– 0.3)
and shallow fault depths (< 3 km). These results are marginally consistent with the minimum ice
shell thickness which can permit convection within Enceladus’s ice shell. A plausible scenario is
one in which the heat loss and tectonic style of Enceladus has changed through time, with
convection initiating in a thick ice shell, and tiger stripe activity commencing as the ice shell
thinned.

4.2 Introduction
Cassini observations of the south polar region of Enceladus revealed four large linear
faults, nicknamed the “tiger stripes,” associated with anomalous temperature gradients and active
jets that supply a broader plume at Enceladus (Porco et al., 2006; Spencer et al., 2006). The tiger
stripes are thought to be sites of tectonic strike-slip and/or oblique open-close motions (Nimmo et
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al., 2007; Hurford et al., 2007; Smith-Konter and Pappalardo, 2008), which are likely a result of
tidally induced stresses that are exerted on the satellite during its 1.37 day (diurnal) orbital path
around Saturn. It has been suggested that a subsurface ocean may exist at Enceladus, based on
the tidal amplitude necessary to permit significant tectonic displacements at the surface (Nimmo
et al., 2007), detection of a
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Ar and ammonia within plume material (Waite et al., 2009) and

salts within associated E-ring material (Postberg et al., 2009). However, there are few
constraints on the thickness of the ice shell or ocean. Convection models of Enceladus (Barr and
McKinnon, 2007) suggest an ice shell >40 km thick is required for convection to initiate, but this
is a loose constraint.

Assuming that shear failure is a viable mechanism for tiger stripe activity, here we
explore possible constraints for Enceladus’s ice shell thickness by assessing diurnal tidal stresses
along the tiger stripes. In this study, contributions of both shear and normal stress are considered
in a Coulomb failure model (Smith-Konter and Pappalardo, 2008) and we investigate the effects
of ice shell thickness, coefficient of friction, and fault depth. Here we pose the question: What is
the upper bound on the thickness of Enceladus’s ice shell, along with the range of ice frictional
coefficients and fault depths, that permit Coulomb failure along the tiger stripe fault segments?

4.3 Tiger Stripe Fault Failure Models
In this study, our fundamental objective is to develop a fault failure model that best
represents shear failure along the tiger stripes. We focus on diurnal tidal stresses to determine if
they are sufficient to provide driving forces for shear and normal fault motions to occur along the
tiger stripes. To examine diurnal Love numbers (h2, l2) appropriate to Enceladus and to extract
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the tidal diurnal stress components, we utilize SatStress (Wahr et al., 2008), an available
numerical modeling code that calculates the 2D tidal stress tensor at any point on the surface of
an icy satellite for diurnal and/or non-synchronous rotation stresses. SatStress is parameterized
into four layers: upper ice shell (more rigid), lower ice shell (less rigid), global liquid ocean, and
rocky core. In this study, we assume an upper ice shell thickness of 3 km1 a combined H2O layer
thickness (i.e., upper and lower ice shell (Hi) + ocean layer) of 95 km (Nimmo et al., 2007), and a
rocky core radius of 156 km (see Appendix A). We also adopt the following SatStress
parameters for all models: Poisson ratio η = 0.33; gravity g = 0.11 m/s2; ice density ρ = 0.92
g/cm3; total planet radius r = 252 km; satellite mass = 1.08 × 1020 kg; orbital semi-major axis =
2.38 × 103 km; and orbital eccentricity e = 0.0047 (parameter values from Nimmo et al. [2007]).
In this investigation, we assume a shear modulus µ = 3.5 GPa (Moore and Schubert, 2000), an
upper ice shell viscosity ηu = 1022 Pa s and lower ice shell viscosity ηl = 1013 Pa s (see appendix).
We note that while alternative models have been suggested to explain the source of plume
activity along the tiger stripes (i.e., dilatation along cracks (Hurford et al., 2007) or clathrate
decomposition (Kieffer et al., 2006)), this study focuses solely on the effects of shear failure
based on the assumption of a strike-slip faulting mechanism (Nimmo et al., 2007; Smith-Konter
and Pappalardo, 2008).

We first calculate Love numbers h2 and l2, which are indicative of tidal radial
displacements and latitudinal-longitudinal displacements, respectively, as appropriate for
Enceladus ice shells of thickness Hi = 6 − 90 km (Table 4.1). We choose 6 km as a reasonable
lower limit for ice shell thickness considering estimates of the brittle-ductile depth transition
(Nimmo et al., 2007; Giese et al., 2008), while the 90 km model represents a reasonable upper
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bound for the ice shell thickness based on internal structure (density) models (Schubert et al.,
2007). The Hi = 24 km model represents our reference model, from Smith-Konter and
Pappalardo (2008). We calculate Love numbers for each model (Table A1, see Appendix A),
which range from h2 = 0.25 − 0.02 and l2 = 0.067 − 0.002 and decrease with increasing total ice
shell thickness (Figure 4.1). Larger Love numbers imply a lower shear modulus, e.g. due to a
thinner ice shell; smaller Love numbers imply a higher shear modulus, e.g. due to a thicker ice
shell. We find that for Enceladus, Love number sensitivity to ice shell thickness diminishes
substantially for Hi > 40 km (Table 4.1).
Using these Love numbers and the parameters listed above, we calculate diurnal tidal
shear (τs) and normal (σn) stresses along the tiger stripe faults for various ice shell thicknesses.
Shear and normal tensile stresses approach peak amplitudes of ~130 kPa and 153 kPa,
respectively, for an ice shell thickness of 6 km (Table 4.1). To investigate the failure conditions
along each fault segment as a function of orbital position, we use a modified version of the
Coulomb failure criterion
τc = τs - µf(σn + ρgz)
which depends on the shear and normal stresses, the overburden pressure (ρgz), and the effective
coefficient of friction (µf). According to this model, frictional sliding will occur on optimally
oriented fault segments when the resolved shear stress exceeds the frictional resistance on the
fault. Negative Coulomb stresses imply a locked fault, while positive stresses imply conditions
supporting fault slip in a shearing sense. In our example models (Figure 4.2), we assume µf = 0.2
(Smith-Konter and Pappalardo, 2008). As Coulomb stresses can only accumulate on a closed
fault interface where the overburden stress is larger than the normal tensile stress (otherwise a
fault would dilate), we assume an overburden fault depth of z = 2 km for our initial evaluation of
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tidal stress variations. We compute Coulomb stresses for each ice shell thickness model (Table
4.1) to identify regions of the fault system that are more or less likely to fail throughout the tidal
cycle for a given set of applied conditions.

4.4 Results and Discussion
We first discuss the variable Coulomb stresses generated by representative models of
varying ice shell thickness (6 – 60 km), maintaining a constant µf = 0.2 and z = 2 km (Figure
4.2). These models display a declining trend in fault failure with increasing ice shell thickness.
Very thin to moderate ice shells (6 – 24 km) exhibit Coulomb failure conditions implying an
active fault failure model (Figures 4.2a and 4.2b). Both 40 and 60 km ice shells (Figures 4.2c and
4.2d) demonstrate complete quiescence. These results suggest that ice shells thicker than 40 km
do not permit failure on any fault segments for an assumed µf = 0.2 and z = 2 km.
Assuming that shear failure is a good proxy for fault activity, we also calculate the total
amount of time that each tiger stripe fault segment would experience shear failure over the
course of one orbital period (Figures 4.2e – 4.2h). The 6 and 24 km ice shell models are
dominated by shear failure throughout the orbit and exhibit relative variations in fault activity. In
contrast, the 40 and 60 km ice shell models demonstrate complete fault quiescence throughout
the orbit for all fault segments. For the 6 and 24 km ice shell models, fault activity is most
prominent along the southern extents of the Cairo and Damascus tiger stripes.
To evaluate the sensitivity of our models to the friction and fault depth parameters, we
also vary both the ice coefficient of friction (µf = 0.1 − 0.3) and the fault overburden depth (z =
0.5 − 3 km) for each model (Figure 4.3). For simplicity, we present only the results of the 24 km
and 40 km ice shell models. These calculations demonstrate that both an increase in the
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coefficient of friction and fault depth result in a decrease in fault failure, which is limited to the
upper few kilometers of the ice shell. The 6 km ice shell model (see Appendix A) demonstrates
fault failure tendencies for all µf and z values. Fault failure is permitted for the 24 km model for
ice friction and maximum depth combinations of µf = 0.1 (z > 3 km), µf = 0.2 (z = 3 km), and mf
= 0.3 (z = 2.5 km). In contrast, the 40 km model suggests fault failure conditions are feasible for
µf = 0.1 (z = 3 km), µf = 0.2 (z = 1.5 km), and µf = 0.3 (z = 1 km). For ice shells thicker than 40
km, opportunities for shear failure on any of the tiger stripe segments are scarce.
Laboratory experiments of ice-motion validate ranges of µf = 0.1 − 0.7 depending on
sliding velocity, pressure, and temperature (Beeman et al., 1988; Fortt and Schulson, 2007);
however, ice must warm to within a few degrees of the melting temperature for the extreme
lower limit of µf = 0.1 to apply. We explore µf = 0.1 − 0.3, which, while admittedly low, are in
line with previous studies that have assumed such coefficients of friction for models of Europa,
Enceladus, Dione, and Ariel (e.g., Nyffenegger et al., 1997; Nimmo and Gaidos, 2002; Nimmo et
al., 2007). Furthermore, failure at depths ~ 1 km is speculative. Faults may lack sufficient
contact due to small overburden pressures overcome by larger diurnal tensile stresses at such
shallow depths (Smith-Konter and Pappalardo, 2008), faults subject to Coulomb failure are
limited to an upper depth (representing the top of the locked fault) of, for example, 0.7 km for a
24 km thick ice shell. We note that thicker ice shells will have smaller tensile stresses at depth
relative to thinner ice shells; thus shallower upper fault depths (~0.3 km) are possible. In this
study we determine that tiger stripe failure conditions may extend down to lesser depths
(representing the bottom of the locked fault) of ~2–3 km for a 24 km thick ice shell and even
shallower depths (~1 km) for thicker ice shells.
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We assume a global subsurface liquid ocean for our Enceladus model, consistent with
geophysical and geochemical evidence. Waite et al. (2009) propose a global subsurface ocean
based on the presence of 40Ar and ammonia in Enceladus’s plume, suggesting that an ocean layer
provides an efficient means for these to reach the surface of a differentiated interior. Sodium
detected in Saturn’s E-ring (Postberg et al., 2009) and analysis of the curvilinear fractures near
the tiger stripes and apparent rotation about the southern pole (Patthoff and Kattenhorn, 2009)
also hint at a global ocean. Furthermore, shear motion along Enceladus’s tiger stripes requires
sufficient generation of tidal stresses from models based on a global ocean (Nimmo et al., 2007;
Smith-Konter and Pappalardo, 2008). Other studies have suggested a localized south polar sea
beneath the tiger stripes (Nimmo and Pappalardo, 2006; Collins and Goodman, 2007; Stevenson,
2008; Tobie et al., 2008), though it remains to be demonstrated whether these findings would
result in sufficient stress to induce tectonic motion. Using the 2-D SatStress model, we are
currently limited to the simplifying assumption of a global ocean and a uniform ice shell
thickness. Future work should consider the effective Love numbers and tidal response resulting
from a localized sea. Based on a comparison of tidal heating rates from models of both a global
ocean and a localized sea (Tobie et al., 2008), we infer that a localized sea would decrease tidal
stresses in the vicinity of the tiger stripes, thus requiring thinner ice shells to support models of
shear failure.
The thickness of Enceladus’s ice shell is relevant to thermal convection models (e.g.,
R&B, 2008a, 2008b). Barr and McKinnon (2007) find that convection could initiate for an ice
shell thickness > 40 km, depending on the rheology and ice grain size. Mitri and Showman
(2008) place a lower limit on the ice shell thickness at 50 km based on their analysis of thermal
convective and conductive models, assuming grain sizes of 0.1 mm. Barr (2008) suggests that
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mobile-lid convection can occur in a much thinner ice shell (~10 km given specific viscosity
assumptions), but a thick ice shell (>40 km) would be necessary to initiate convection. Our
analysis of Coulomb failure suggests that 40 km is an upper limit to ice shell thickness that can
permit tiger stripe fault activity, given reasonable assumptions for the coefficient of friction and
shallow fault depth.

However, our work also suggests that slightly thicker ice shells are

plausible if very low friction and shallow fault depths exist. Analysis of NaCl concentration
models by Glein and Shock (2010) argue that an ice shell cannot exceed 50 km in thickness. It
might also be that Enceladus is conductive rather than convective (R&B, 2008a; Zhang and
Nimmo, 2009). Alternatively, if the ice shell of Enceladus is convecting, then plausibly the ice
shell has evolved in thickness and convective-tectonic style. Perhaps convection initiated in a
thick (>40–50 km) ice shell, then the ice shell thinned (to <40 km) such that tiger stripe fault
activity initiated. Such an idea seems consistent with a temporal transition from stagnant-lid to
mobile-lid convection (Barr, 2008).

4.5 Conclusions
Assuming a tidal stress model of Coulomb failure at Enceladus’s tiger stripes, we
estimate that the thickness of Enceladus’s ice shell is limited to <40 km, assuming nominal
parameters for ice coefficient of friction (µf = 0.2) and fault depths (z = 2 km). For thicker ice
shells (60 km), failure is limited to a few isolated segments of the tiger stripe system, but only for
extreme values of µf (<0.1) and very shallow fault depths (z ~ 1 km). These models offer
conditions suitable for fault failure of the tiger stripes but are marginally consistent with the
lower limits of ice shell thickness derived from convection models of Enceladus. With
convection initiating in a thick ice shell, and tiger stripe activity commencing as the ice shell
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thinned, a plausible scenario is one in which the convective and tectonic style of Enceladus has
changed through time.

Table 4.1. Enceladus Love numbers (h2, k2 and l2) and peak stresses as a function of ice shell thicknesses.
Hi (km)

6

10

20

24

30

40

50

60

70

75

80

90

h2

0.256

0.232

0.158

0.132

0.101

0.066

0.045

0.032

0.023

0.020

0.017

0.013

k2

0.096

0.087

0.059

0.049

0.037

0.024

0.016

0.012

0.008

0.007

0.006

0.005

l2

0.067

0.060

0.040

0.032

0.024

0.014

0.009

0.006

0.004

0.003

0.003

0.002

c (kPa)

94

81

40

25

8

-11

-22

-28

-32

-33

-35

-36

s (kPa)

131

119

78

64

47

28

18

12

8

6

5

4

n (kPa)

153

139

97

82

65

44

31

22

17

14

13

10

Hi represents the ice shell thickness, h2, k2 and l2, the calculated Love numbers, c the Coulomb stress, s the
shear stress and n normal stress. The c, s and n here are peak stress along all fault segments during one
orbital period. Negative c means that shear failure is not permitted and a fault segment is in a locked state.
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Figure 4.1. SatStress-derived diurnal Love numbers as a function of total ice layer thickness (Hi) for
Enceladus. Ice shells ranging from Hi = 6 − 90 km are underlain by a global ocean, where we assume a total
H2O (ice shell + ocean) depth of 96 km. The three model cross sections represent the thickness of the upper and
lower ice shell (Hi), liquid ocean (Ho), and rocky core (r). See text and Appendix A for additional model
parameters.
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Figure 4.2. (a-d) Coulomb stress models at the m = 200° past periapse, representing peak fault activity for the
entire orbital sequence (see Appendix A) for 6 km, 24 km, 40 km and 60 km ice shell models, assuming µf = 0.2
and z = 2 km. Note that the color scheme represented here is optimized to reveal stress variations for the 24 km
ice shell model (e-h) Normalized relative fault activity for each model. Colors represent the summed amount of
time that each fault segment experiences conditions that meet the Coulomb failure criterion throughout an
entire orbit, normalized by the relative maximum value. For models (g) and (h), no fault segments exhibit
stresses required for failure throughout the entire orbit.
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Figure 4.3. Calculated fault activity along the tiger stripes based on two ice shell models (24 km
and 40 km) variable µf and z. Here we define “fault activity” along digitized points of the tiger
stripes as those points having positive Coulomb stress values throughout one complete orbit,
which we evaluate at every 10 degrees. We sum all points for each model and normalize to the
ideal case where all segments along the tiger stripes are active through an entire orbit (e.g. 159
segment points × 36 orbital position observations = 5724 occurrences). Here the explored range of
coefficients of friction (µf = 0.1 – 0.3) and fault depth (z = 0.5 – 3 km) are plotted for the 24 km
(solid line) and the 40 km (dashed line) ice shell models.
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CHAPTER 5

EUROPA
5.1 Overview
The methods developed for analyzing the tiger stripes of Enceladus now provide a
template for analyzing fault activity on other icy moons, specifically Europa. Based on Galileo
and Voyager imagery, several faults and fractures lace the surface of Europa, with some regions
showing signs of offsets and geologic activity (Schenk and McKinnon, 1989; Greenberg et al,
1998). For this preliminary study, we focus on one fault in particular, Agenor Linea, in the
southern hemisphere.

5.2 Methods and Target Points
We employ previous techniques used to study Enceladus’s tiger stripes (Smith-Konter and
Pappalardo, 2008; Olgin et al., 2011;) to investigate Europa's Agenor Linea, which was digitized
into segments for mapping and stress calculations from Galileo imagery using ArcGIS at
250m/pixel resolution (see Chapter 3). We also incorporate similar assumptions of the satellite
interior and other physical constraints, such as a sub-surface ocean as detected by Galileo gravity
surveys (Pappalardo et al., 1999). We then build numerical models to analyze how fault
position and orientation, as well as the combination of diurnal and non-synchronous rotation
(NSR) stresses, play important roles in fault failure on Europa. To do this we simulate both
diurnal and NSR stress fields (Figure 5.1) across the Agenor Linea region and analyze three
target points along the fault (Figure 5.3) using SatStress parameters and fault conditions unique
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to Europa’s Agenor Linea (Tables 5.1 and 5.2).

5.3 Preliminary Results
We begin by analyzing the regional tensile and compressional stress maps (Figure 5.1)
generated using SatStress and GMT scripts of Agenor Linea over a complete orbital period.
Figure 5.1 shows an example distribution of the regional tensile stress field near Agenor Linea at
orbital position m = 200° using diurnal and NSR components. From east to west along the fault,
we see a change, due to the tidal bulge effect caused by NSR, from compressional to tensile
stresses. We then isolate three locations along Agenor Linea as shown in Figure 2.3, to determine
how fault locations, NSR and diurnal stresses effect fault activity, and analyze how each section
experiences the different stresses at certain orbit positions. For the Coulomb failure models, we
adopt hypothetical fault conditions where z = 6 km and µf = 0.2 and present these results in
Figures 5.3a-c.

To illustrate the stress behavior along Agenor Linea, we first focus on segment B (see
Figure 2.3 for reference location). We find that diurnal tidal shear stresses alone (range of 150 to
-100 kPa) are insufficient to cause fault failure (Figure 5.2) because during one orbital period the
Coulomb criterion is not met. Because of the large overburden stress on Europa, tidal shear
stresses on the order of 1 MPa are needed to initiate fault activity. NSR can contribute stress
quantities of this order of magnitude (Wahr et al, 2008), thus we include the NSR stress
contribution into our Europa model. The effect of NSR is a decoupling of the subsurface ocean
from the icy-crust, providing additional stress sources to permit shear failure. To represent NSR,
we use parameters listed in Table 5.2, with an NSR shift = 0°, or 0° away from the tidal bulge,
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and period on the order of 104 years. (As an aside, we note that we actually use NSR = 360° in
the SatStress code, as we were unable to generate stresses on the order of MPa when using 0°
with an NSR period of 104 yrs, thus highlighting a possible inconsistency in recent versions of
the SatStress program).
We then apply the combined NSR and diurnal effects to test fault activity on the three
targets along Agenor Linea.

We assume a fault depth of 6 km and an ice coefficient of friction

of 0.2 as an initial test parameter set.

Figure 5.3 shows the results of the combined diurnal +

NSR stress contribution at the target segments. Target A, highlighted in Figure 5.3a, shows total
fault quiescence throughout one orbit, while targets B and C exhibit fault activity within the first
50º of orbit. More precisely, fault activity in both B and C cases has incidences of fault activity
at orbit positions m = 0° - 40° and 270° - 360°. Variations in fault depth (z) and coefficient of ice
friction (µf) will also affect the overall fault activity, either for the extreme cases of rendering
total fault quiescence (τc < 0) or failure (τc > 0), or varying periods of fault activity during one
orbit cycle. From these isolated segments, it appears that north-south oriented faults will lead to
more fault quiescence while those aligned east-west experience more fault activity during an
orbit. The resulting failure stress is also a function of the background NSR stress, which remains
constant throughout this model but varies along the strike of Agenor Linea.

Future work will

analyze this effect in greater detail.
We then expound on this preliminary investigation along Agenor Linea and analyze the
shear, normal, and Coulomb stresses along the entire length of the fault over one orbit about
Jupiter. Figure 5.4 shows these stress results at 15° orbital intervals. For these preliminary
models, results suggest a constant state of fault failure or quiescence along segmented regions of
the fault. This is unlike Enceladus models where there is periodic pulses of fault activity (Olgin
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et al., 2010).

Also, it can be hypothesized that east-west fault orientation shows a higher

likelihood of fault activity, where as north-south fault orientation shows little to no activity. The
reason for this being could be that the deviatoric stresses are weaker in this type of fault
orientation.

5.4 Future Work
Based on this initial analysis of Agenor Linea, we propose future work in testing NSR
that might yield different episodes of fault activation. Variations in ice friction coefficients and
fault depth will also be explored, along with 3D models that depict the progression of fault stress
during an orbit at various depths. Comparisons among other studies on similar faults on Europa
results are needed to better define geological constraints (Kay et al., 2009; Hoppa et al., 1999).
At the time of this writing (April 2011), we also note that we recently became aware of a
possible SatStress bug involving the NSR parameter where input parameters (i.e. 0º and 360°)
for the NSR bulge were not yielding the same stress tensor results. SatStress developers are also
revisiting into the equations governing NSR potential, as other researchers have raised questions
about the time dependency involved in the equations. This issue appears to have been resolved,
however additional correspondance with SatStress developers is suggested (Z. Selvans, personal
communication).
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Figure 5.1. Regional plot of diurnal tensile stresses over the Agenor Linea region at orbit position m = 200°.
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Figure 5.2. Plot showing solely the effects of diurnal tidal stress on example fault segment B (see
Figure 2.3 for location). Shear stresses (solid black line) are insufficient to overcome the Coulomb
stress (red) for any type of fault activation.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 5.3. Combined diurnal + NSR tidal stress as a function
of orbital position for segments A, B, and C along Agenor
Linea. Frictional stress is represented by the red solid line
and shear stress (τs) is represented by the dashed black line.
(a) shows total fault quiesence throughout the orbit, while (b)
and (c) show instances of fault activity within the first 50° of
orbit.

(c)
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Figure 5.4: A sample of shear, normal, and Coulomb stress profiles for Agenor Linea during the first 120º of orbit.
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Table 5.1. SatStress parameters for diurnal tidal
stress analysis
Love number (h2) 1.2
Love number (l2) 0.32
Shear modulus (µ) 3.5 GPa
Poisson ration (ν) 0.33
Gravity (g) 1.32 m/s2
Ice density (ρ) 0.920 g/cm3
Satellite radius (R) 1.56x103 km
Satellite Mass (M) 4.8x1022kg
Orbital semi-major axis (a) 6.71x105 km
Orbital eccentricity (e) 0.0094

Table 5.2. SatStress parameters for NSR rotation
Love number (h2 , real) 1.8
Love number (h2 , imaginary) -4.2x10-3
Love number (l2 , real) 0.47
Love number (l2 , imaginary) -2.8x10-3
NSR period (years) 5.7x104
NSR (degrees) 0°
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Overview
I have developed a method for investigating fault failure mechanisms of fractures on icy
moons. The methodology developed in Chapter 3 and the results for Enceladus described in
Chapter 4 provide an effective template for applying similar investigation to other icy moons
such as Europa (Chapter 5). The results detailed in Chapter 4 suggest that ice thickness, ice
coefficient of friction and fault depth play important roles in determining fault activity on
Enceladus. Europa, the next target for future investigation, provides a unique opportunity to
apply the methodology developed here and for continuing to refine the investigation by including
the stress contribution of NSR.

This thesis has provided the groundwork for further investigations into cryotectonism.
Such goals will include the additional effects that help promote fault failure along the fractures
(e.g. libration), incorporating second generation models on the effects of viscoelastic relaxation
on stress over time, the impact of stress triggering on the fractures on Enceladus and Europa and
the implications of using this methodology on other icy satellites (e.g. Pluto). For the case of
Enceladus, we only took the case where only diurnal tidal effects impacted the tiger stripes,
however Enceladus may exhibit sufficient libration that could vary the fault failure scenario.
Using SatStress to express this effect will allow for a more thorough analysis of additional
stresses important to fault activity.
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Results presented in Chapter 4 provide the groundwork to incorporate second generation
models that take into account the viscoelastic relaxation properties of the fracture systems.
While the models presented here focus on a static-elastic case, deformation modeling using a
terrestrial analog [Smith and Sandwell, 2004] could incorporate the combination of varying
viscosity that may show additional deformation of subsurface regimes along fractures on
Enceladus and Europa. With these additional factors, second generation models can show
accumulation and distribution of these additional stresses and how they influence fault
movement. An additional approach to investigating such fault dynamics can be made by
evaluating stress triggering events on Enceladus and Europa..

Other applications of this thesis can be aimed toward other icy satellites. The New
Horizon mission to Pluto and the Kuiper Belt will investigate these icy bodies of the outer
regions of the solar system. It has been proposed that Pluto may be mostly composed of methane
and water ice and may harbor a subsurface ocean (Robuchon and Nimmo, 2011). The models
and methodology developed here can provide an ideal approach to analyzing these additional icy
bodies and help better understand physical composition and behavior of their tectonics.
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APPENDIX A: LIMITS OF ENCELADUS'S ICE SHELL THICKNESSS
Auxiliary Materials –
Reference: Olgin, J.G., B.R. Smith-Konter, and R.T. Pappalardo (2011), Limits of Enceladus’s
ice shell thickness from tidally driven tiger stripe shear failure, Geophys. Res. Lett.,38, L02201,
doi:1029/2010GL044950.
This appendix focuses on topics of 1) SatStress input parameters for Enceladus used in
this study, 2) a brief discussion of our shear modulus assumption, and 3) complete time-series
Coulomb stress results of the 6, 24, 40 and 60 km ice shell models.

1. SatStress Model Parameters
Based on previous analyses of Enceladus’s interior (Jacobson et al., 2006; Nimmo et al.,
2007), we employ a base, or reference, model to begin our initial investigation of the tiger
stripes’ stress field. SatStress requires specification of a 4-layer compositional model, which we
characterize for Enceladus as (1) a rigid upper ice lid, (2) a lower weaker ice layer, (3) a waterocean layer, and (4) silicate core.

We use SatStress input values listed in Table B1 for

establishing our 24 km ice layer reference model (Nimmo et al., 2007; Smith-Konter and
Pappalardo, 2008).
Love numbers h2, k2, and l2, physical attributes characterizing a material’s response to
tidal forces, are calculated using a SatStress subroutine from Wahr et al. (2008). Love numbers
determine the magnitude of tidal stresses manifested on the surface of a satellite and are used as
direct input into the main SatStress program. Nimmo et al. (2007) calculate diurnal Love
numbers h2 = 0.2 and l2 = 0.04 for their 24 km thick ice shell model using a 3-layer model for
Enceladus (ice layer, water layer, and silicate core). Assuming a 4-layer model for Enceladus,
we identified SatStress-specific parameters (Table A1) that result in similar Love numbers to
Nimmo et al. (2007) for a 24 km thick ice shell (see primary text). The primary difference in
our model is that we adopt a 3 km rigid ice lid based on extensive testing of the resultant Love
numbers; unstable behavior of Love numbers resulted when upper ice layers less than 1 km were
prescribed. A 2 km upper ice layer could be a valid model, however a 3 km layer matched Love
numbers of Nimmo et al. (2007) best and we also wished to explore brittle fault depths down to
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at least 3 km for this analysis.

2.

Shear modulus

The shear modulus (µ) of ice is not well known (Moore and Schubert, 2000). For
example, studies concluded by Vaughan (1995) and Cole and Durell (1995) place the shear
modulus of ice at 0.88 GPa and 2 GPa, respectively. Here, we examine the Love number
response to varying shear modulus.
Figures A1 – A3 show Love number variations for µ = 1 GPa, 3.5 GPa, and 10 GPa as a
function ice shell thicknesses discussed in the primary text. Figures B1 and B2 (µ = 1 GPa, 3.5
GPa, respectively) show Love numbers grow exponentially with decreasing ice shell thickness.
However, that exponential trend diminishes and tends toward a shallow linear form with
increasing shear modulus (Figure B3, µ = 10 GPa). This demonstrates how the ice shell behaves
more rigidly with increasing µ and provides a range of plausible µ values for tide stress analyses.
Love numbers are indeed sensitive to the assumed shear modulus; for example, for a 6 km ice
shell, Love number values decrease by 78% when comparing a model assuming µ = 1 GPa to
that of 10 GPa. Such variation is less dramatic for a thicker ice shell; for a 60 km ice shell, Love
number values decrease by 19% when comparing a model assuming µ = 1 GPa to that of 10 GPa.
We adopt the value of µ = 3.5 GPa, the default setting in the SatStress code for ice (Wahr et al.,
2008).

3.

Results of the 6, 24, 40 and 60 km ice shell models

In the primary text of this article, we illustrate the Coulomb stress results of the 6, 24, 40
and 60 km ice shell models at the m = 200° orbital position. Here we expand our model results
to a full orbital period, plotting models at 40° orbital period increments. Figures A4 –A7
demonstrate the results of these models while varying µf = 0.1 – 0.4 (assuming a constant fault
depth of z = 2 km).
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Over one complete orbital cycle similar behavior is noted, with ice shell thicknesses
between 6 - 40 km (Figures A4-A6) showing a steady decline in tiger stripe fault failure, while
models with ice shell thicknesses > 40 km (Figure A7) showing a fault failure scenario that is
completely inactive.

According to these models, near periapse (m = 0) the tiger stripes

experience segments of both locked and slipping fault motions for the 6 and 24 km models, and
no slipping regions at all for the 40 and 60 km models. As Enceladus advances in orbital
position, positive Coulomb stresses dominate the 6 km model, showing a very active slip
scenario, while variable locked and slipping conditions are present in the 24 km model. The 40
km model shows faults locked throughout the entire orbit, as is true for models of ice shell
thickness greater than 40 km.

The 6 and 24 km ice shell thickness models suggest much more fault activity than the 40
and 60 km ice shell thickness models. Both 6 and 24 km ice shell models show fault activity
throughout the entire orbit with µf = 0.1, with decreasing fault failure as a function of increasing
µf. The 24 km ice shell model shows that fault failure essentially terminates at µf = 0.4, while the
6 km ice shell model still harbors an active fault system for positions of the orbital period for the
same coefficient of friction.

Alternatively, the 40 and 60 km ice shell models demonstrate the limits of fault activity
due to thicker ice shells. Both models show some fault slip with µf = 0.1. As suggested by
Figure B3 of the primary text, the 40 km ice shell model demonstrates opportunity for fault
failure within a strict regime of µf = 0.1 and fault depth of 2 km. Our analysis of the 60 km
model shows the lower threshold of fault failure to be µf = 0.1, with fault activity significant
inhibited for µf ≥ 0.2 and fault depths z ≥ 1.5 km.
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Figure A1:Love numbers as a function of ice shell thickness for shear modulus µ = 1 GPa

Figure A2: Love numbers as a function of ice shell thickness for shear modulus µ = 3.5 GPa
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Figure A3: Love numbers as a function of ice shell thickness for shear modulus µ = 10 GPa
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Figure A4: Coulomb stress models for a 6 km ice shell thickness observed at 40º increments with
varying µf = 0.1 – 0.4. Here, fault failure is apparent for all variations of µf .
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Figure A5: Coulomb stress models for a 24 km ice shell thickness observed at 40º increments with
varying µf = 0.1 – 0.4. Here, fault failure is apparent for all variations of µf .
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Figure A6: Coulomb stress models for a 30 km ice shell thickness observed at 40º increments with
varying µf = 0.1 – 0.4. Here, fault failure is apparent for all variations of µf .
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Figure A7: Coulomb stress models for a 40 km ice shell thickness observed at 40º increments with
varying µf = 0.1 – 0.4. Here, fault failure is apparent for all variations of µf
59
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APPENDIX B
NUMERICAL MODELING SCRIPTS

##### ENCLEAUDS #####
#!/bin/tcsh
@ step = 0
while ($step < 360)
echo "Now calculating 24km REFERENCE MODEL, SatStress orbital model $step"
# Original 50km ice thickness model
satstress -I0.5 -i10 -M"$step" -H0.13233005 -L0.03229940 -N0 -r252100 -e0.0047 -R 238.e6 g0.11344 -m5.685e+26 -n0.33 -Y9.3e+09 -d SatStress_m"$step"_TAU.out
# Verify sequence
#echo $step
@ step = $step + 20
end
####### GRD CALCULATIONS ########
#! /bin/tcsh
#
#SatStress_m0_TAU.out
@ step = 0
while ($step <= 360)
cp SatStress_m"$step"_TAU.out temp.out
sed '/#/d' temp.out > temp.dat
awk ' {print $2, $1, $3} ' temp.dat > Enceladus_model_m"$step"_TauTT.dat
awk ' {print $2, $1, $4} ' temp.dat > Enceladus_model_m"$step"_TauPT.dat
awk ' {print $2, $1, $5} ' temp.dat > Enceladus_model_m"$step"_TauPP.dat
# THE ABOVE IS ALL WORKING SWELL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
# convert to grd file and force pixel registration

xyz2grd Enceladus_model_m"$step"_TauTT.dat -Gjunk.grd -I0.5/0.5 -R0/360/0/180 -f -V
grdsample junk.grd -GEnceladus_model_m"$step"_TauTT.grd -I0.5/0.5 -F
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xyz2grd Enceladus_model_m"$step"_TauPT.dat -Gjunk.grd -I0.5/0.5 -R0/360/0/180 -f -V
grdsample junk.grd -GEnceladus_model_m"$step"_TauPT.grd -I0.5/0.5 -F
xyz2grd Enceladus_model_m"$step"_TauPP.dat -Gjunk.grd -I0.5/0.5 -R0/360/0/180 -f -V
grdsample junk.grd -GEnceladus_model_m"$step"_TauPP.grd -I0.5/0.5 -F

#xyz2grd Deep_ocean_m"$step"_TauTT.dat -Gjunk.grd -I0.5/0.5 -R0/180/0/180 -f -V
#grdedit junk.grd -R0/360/0/180 -V
#grdsample junk.grd -GDeep_ocean_m"$step"_TauTT.grd -I0.5/0.5 -F -R0/360/0/180
#xyz2grd Deep_ocean_m"$step"_TauPT.dat -Gjunk.grd -I0.5/0.5 -R0/180/0/180 -f -V
#grdedit junk.grd -R0/360/0/180 -V
#grdsample junk.grd -GDeep_ocean_m"$step"_TauPT.grd -I0.5/0.5 -F -R0/360/0/180
#xyz2grd Deep_ocean_m"$step"_TauPP.dat -Gjunk.grd -I0.5/0.5 -R0/180/0/180 -f -V
#grdedit junk.grd -R0/360/0/180 -V
#grdsample junk.grd -GDeep_ocean_m"$step"_TauPP.grd -I0.5/0.5 -F -R0/360/0/180
# grdtrack points & paste in Nimmo's beta angle
grdtrack allsegs_mlon_mplat_beta.dat -GEnceladus_model_m"$step"_TauTT.grd -V >
trackTT.junk
grdtrack trackTT.junk -GEnceladus_model_m"$step"_TauPT.grd -V > trackPT.junk
grdtrack trackPT.junk -GEnceladus_model_m"$step"_TauPP.grd -V >
Enceladus_model_m"$step"_midptlonlatbetaTTPTPP.dat
rm Enceladus_model_m"$step"_Tau*.dat *junk*
#mv Deep_ocean_m"$step"_Tau*.grd SatStress_grds
#mv Enceladus_SatStress_m"$step"_nsr7.34e9ice6.2ocean89.9core156raw.out SatStress_out

@ step = $step + 10
end
##### SHEAR AND NORMAL STRESS CALCULATIONS #####
#!/bin/tcsh
@ step = 0
while ($step < 360)
awk '{printf "%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f\n", $1, $2,
$3"\t",$4/1000"\t",(-1)*$5/1000"\t", $6/1000"\t",(0.5*($6-$4)*sin(2*($3-90)*0.0174532) +((1)*$5*cos(2*($3-90)*0.0174532)))/1000"\t",((($4*cos(($3-90)*0.0174532))*cos(($362

90)*0.0174532))+($6*sin(($3-90)*0.0174532)*sin(($3-90)*0.0174532))+((-1)*$5*sin(2*($390)*0.0174532)))/1000"\t" }' Enceladus_model_m"$step"_midptlonlatbetaTTPTPP.dat >
Enceladus_model_m"$step"_midptlonlatbetaTTPTPPTsTn.dat
@ step = $step + 10
end
##### COULOMB CALCULATIONS ######
#!/bin/tcsh
@ step = 0
@ fric = 5
@ fdepth = 2000
while ($fric < 45)
while ($step < 360)
awk < Enceladus_model_m"$step"_midptlonlatbetaTTPTPPTsTn.dat '{print $1" "$2" "$7" "$8}'
> Enceladus_tmp.dat
#get_stress.com
get_stress_mags_mds_f"$fric"_z"$fdepth".com
cp Enceladus_out.dat m"$step"_f"$fric"_z"$fdepth"d.out
cp Enceladus_mag.dat m"$step"_f"$fric"_z"$fdepth"mag.out
@ step = $step + 10
end
@ step = 0
@ fric = $fric + 5
end
#mail jolgin@gmail.com < aviso.txt
##### get_stress.com fortran code #####
##### generic format, variables can be modified according to model #####
program fault_failure
integer i,j
double precision lng(159), lat(159), ts(159), tn(159)
double precision z, coeff, h, d, hd, rho, g, ls
double precision tsf(159), tc(159), da_tn(159), da_ts(159)
double precision tss(159), tsn(159), tcs(159)
open (unit=10, file='Enceladus_tmp.dat', status='old')
open (unit=11, file='Enceladus_out.dat')
open (unit=12, file='Enceladus_mag.dat')
open (unit=13, file='temp')
i=1
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15 read(10,*,end=20) lng(i), lat(i), ts(i), tn(i)
i=i+1
goto 15
20 close(unit=10)
z
= 2000
coeff = 0.2
h
= 6000
d
= 4000
hd
= h/d
do 30 i = 1,159
da_tn(i)= hd*tn(i)
da_ts(i)= hd*ts(i)
30 continue
rho = 920
g
= 0.11
ls
= rho*g*z/(10*10*10)
do 35 i = 1,159
tsf(i) = coeff*(ls+(-1)*da_tn(i))
tc(i) = abs(da_ts(i))-tsf(i)
35 continue
do 40 i = 1,159
if (da_ts(i).lt.0) then
tss(i) = -1
else if (da_ts(i).eq.0) then
tss(i) = 0
else if (da_ts(i).gt.0) then
tss(i) = 0
end if
C
if (da_tn(i).lt.0) then
tsn(i) = -1
else if (da_tn(i).eq.0) then
tsn(i) = 0
else if (da_tn(i).gt.0) then
tsn(i) = 0
end if
if (tc(i).lt.0) then
tcs(i) = -1
else if (tc(i).eq.0) then
tcs(i) = 0
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else if (tc(i).gt.0) then
tcs(i) = 0
end if
40 continue
do 90 j = 1,159
write(11,*) lng(j), lat(j), tcs(j), tss(j), tsn(j)
write(12,*) lng(j), lat(j), tc(j), da_ts(j), da_tn(j)
90 continue
close(unit=11)
close(unit=12)
stop
end
#########
##### PLOT NORMAL SHEAR AND COULOMB STRESSES #####
#!/bin/tcsh
clear
# Version one
@ next = 0
while ($next < 360)
awk '{print 360-$1,$2-90, $3}' m"$next"mag.out > m"$next".coulomb
awk '{print 360-$1,$2-90, $4}' m"$next"mag.out > m"$next".shear
awk '{print 360-$1,$2-90, $5}' m"$next"mag.out > m"$next".normal
@ next = $next + 20
end
@ step = 0
###### BEGIN FAULT STRESSES VS FAULT SEGMENT POSITION ###############
gmtset ANNOT_FONT_SIZE_PRIMARY 6 ANNOT_FONT_SIZE_SECONDARY 6
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba45g15 -V -K -P -Y23.5 -X1.5 >
plot1.ps
psxy m"$step".normal -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -G205/201/201 -Sc0.08 -Cnormal_rg.cpt V -K -O -P >> plot1.ps
#pstext text_normal -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -O -K -P -K >> plot1.ps
psscale -D2/5.5/3c/0.2ch -Cnormal_rg.cpt -B50:" ":/:"NORMAL (kPa)": -I0.1 -V -K -O -P >>
plot1.ps
pstext -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -O -K -P -K << EOF >> plot1.ps
0 70 8 0 1 CM m"$step" orbit
EOF
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psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba45g15 -V -K -P -O -Y0 -X7 >>
plot1.ps
psxy m"$step".shear -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -Sc.08 -Cshear_rb.cpt -V -K -O -P >>
plot1.ps
#pstext text_shear -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -O -K -Y-1.5 -X-4 >> plot1.ps
psscale -D2/5.5/3c/0.2ch -Cshear_rb.cpt -B50:" ":/:"SHEAR (kPa)": -I0.1 -V -K -O -P >>
plot1.ps
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba45g15 -V -K -P -O -Y0 -X7 >>
plot1.ps
psxy m"$step".coulomb -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -Sc.08 -Cfailure_rg.cpt -V -K -O -P >>
plot1.ps
#pstext text_failure -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -O -K -Y-1.5 -X-4>> plot1.ps
psscale -D2/5.5/3c/0.2ch -Cfailure_rg.cpt -B10:" ":/:"COULOMB (kPa)": -I0.1 -V -K -O -P >>
plot1.ps
################################# NEW ROW ###############################
# Increment "step" to plot next orbital position #
@ step = $step + 40
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y-5.3 -X-14
>> plot1.ps
psxy m"$step".normal -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -G205/201/201 -Sc0.08 -Cnormal_rg.cpt V -K -O -P >> plot1.ps
pstext -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -O -K -P -K << EOF >> plot1.ps
0 70 8 0 1 CM m"$step" orbit
EOF
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y0 -X7 >>
plot1.ps
psxy m"$step".shear -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -Sc.08 -Cshear_rb.cpt -V -K -O -P >>
plot1.ps
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y0 -X7 >>
plot1.ps
psxy m"$step".coulomb -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -Sc.08 -Cfailure_rg.cpt -V -K -O -P >>
plot1.ps
########################### NEW ROW ###################################
# Increment "step" to plot next orbital position #
@ step = $step + 40
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y-5.3 -X-14
>> plot1.ps
psxy m"$step".normal -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -G205/201/201 -Sc0.08 -Cnormal_rg.cpt V -K -O -P >> plot1.ps
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pstext -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -O -K -P -K << EOF >> plot1.ps
0 70 8 0 1 CM m"$step" orbit
EOF
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y0 -X7 >>
plot1.ps
psxy m"$step".shear -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -Sc.08 -Cshear_rb.cpt -V -K -O -P >>
plot1.ps
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y0 -X7 >>
plot1.ps
psxy m"$step".coulomb -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -Sc.08 -Cfailure_rg.cpt -V -K -O -P >>
plot1.ps
########################## NEW ROW ####################################
# Increment "step" to plot next orbital position #
@ step = $step + 40
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y-5.3 -X-14
>> plot1.ps
psxy m"$step".normal -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -G205/201/201 -Sc0.08 -Cnormal_rg.cpt V -K -O -P >> plot1.ps
pstext -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -O -K -P -K << EOF >> plot1.ps
0 70 8 0 1 CM m"$step" orbit
EOF
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y0 -X7 >>
plot1.ps
psxy m"$step".shear -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -Sc.08 -Cshear_rb.cpt -V -K -O -P >>
plot1.ps
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y0 -X7 >>
plot1.ps
psxy m"$step".coulomb -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -Sc.08 -Cfailure_rg.cpt -V -K -O -P >>
plot1.ps
####################### NEW ROW ############################################
# Increment "step" to plot next orbital position #
@ step = $step + 40
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y-5.3 -X-14
>> plot1.ps
psxy m"$step".normal -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -G205/201/201 -Sc0.08 -Cnormal_rg.cpt V -K -O -P >> plot1.ps
pstext -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -O -K -P -K << EOF >> plot1.ps
0 70 8 0 1 CM m"$step" orbit
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EOF
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y0 -X7 >>
plot1.ps
psxy m"$step".shear -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -Sc.08 -Cshear_rb.cpt -V -K -O -P >>
plot1.ps
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y0 -X7 >>
plot1.ps
psxy m"$step".coulomb -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -Sc.08 -Cfailure_rg.cpt -V -K -O -P >>
plot1.ps
############# NEW PLOT #####################################################
############# SECTION 2 ######################################################
# Increment "step" to plot next orbital position #
@ step = $step + 40
gmtset ANNOT_FONT_SIZE_PRIMARY 6 ANNOT_FONT_SIZE_SECONDARY 6
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba45g15 -V -K -P -Y23.5 -X1.5 >
plot2.ps
psxy m"$step".normal -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -G205/201/201 -Sc0.08 -Cnormal_rg.cpt V -K -O -P >> plot2.ps
#pstext text_normal -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -O -K -P -K >> plot2.ps
psscale -D2/5.5/3c/0.2ch -Cnormal_rg.cpt -B100:" ":/:"NORMAL (kPa)": -I0.1 -V -K -O -P >>
plot2.ps
pstext -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -O -K -P -K << EOF >> plot2.ps
0 70 8 0 1 CM m"$step" orbit
EOF
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba45g15 -V -K -P -O -Y0 -X7 >>
plot2.ps
psxy m"$step".shear -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -Sc.08 -Cshear_rb.cpt -V -K -O -P >>
plot2.ps
#pstext text_shear -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -O -K -Y-1.5 -X-4 >> plot2.ps
psscale -D2/5.5/3c/0.2ch -Cshear_rb.cpt -B50:" ":/:"SHEAR (kPa)": -I0.1 -V -K -O -P >>
plot2.ps
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba45g15 -V -K -P -O -Y0 -X7 >>
plot2.ps
psxy m"$step".coulomb -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -Sc.08 -Cfailure_rg.cpt -V -K -O -P >>
plot2.ps
#pstext text_failure -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -O -K -Y-1.5 -X-4>> plot2.ps
psscale -D2/5.5/3c/0.2ch -Cfailure_rg.cpt -B10:" ":/:"COULOMB (kPa)": -I0.1 -V -K -O -P >>
plot2.ps
###################################### NEW ROW #############################
# Increment "step" to plot next orbital position #
@ step = $step + 40
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psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y-5.3 -X-14
>> plot2.ps
psxy m"$step".normal -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -G205/201/201 -Sc0.08 -Cnormal_rg.cpt V -K -O -P >> plot2.ps
pstext -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -O -K -P -K << EOF >> plot2.ps
0 70 8 0 1 CM m"$step" orbit
EOF
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y0 -X7 >>
plot2.ps
psxy m"$step".shear -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -Sc.08 -Cshear_rb.cpt -V -K -O -P >>
plot2.ps
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y0 -X7 >>
plot2.ps
psxy m"$step".coulomb -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -Sc.08 -Cfailure_rg.cpt -V -K -O -P >>
plot2.ps
################################# NEW ROW ###############################
# Increment "step" to plot next orbital position #
@ step = $step + 40
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y-5.3 -X-14
>> plot2.ps
psxy m"$step".normal -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -G205/201/201 -Sc0.08 -Cnormal_rg.cpt V -K -O -P >> plot2.ps
pstext -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -O -K -P -K << EOF >> plot2.ps
0 70 8 0 1 CM m"$step" orbit
EOF
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y0 -X7 >>
plot2.ps
psxy m"$step".shear -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -Sc.08 -Cshear_rb.cpt -V -K -O -P >>
plot2.ps
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y0 -X7 >>
plot2.ps
psxy m"$step".coulomb -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -Sc.08 -Cfailure_rg.cpt -V -K -O -P >>
plot2.ps
################################# NEW ROW ###############################
# Increment "step" to plot next orbital position #
@ step = $step + 40
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psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y-5.3 -X-14
>> plot2.ps
psxy m"$step".normal -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -G205/201/201 -Sc0.08 -Cnormal_rg.cpt V -K -O -P >> plot2.ps
pstext -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -O -K -P -K << EOF >> plot2.ps
0 70 8 0 1 CM m"$step" orbit
EOF
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y0 -X7 >>
plot2.ps
psxy m"$step".shear -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -Sc.08 -Cshear_rb.cpt -V -K -O -P >>
plot2.ps
psbasemap -R0/360/64/90 -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -G205/201/201 -Ba60g15 -V -K -P -O -Y0 -X7 >>
plot2.ps
psxy m"$step".coulomb -Js0/90/2.0i/30 -R0/360/64/90 -Sc.08 -Cfailure_rg.cpt -V -K -O -P >>
plot2.ps
#ps2raster multi"$step".ps -A -S -P -Tg
gs plot1.ps
#gs multi_2.ps&
##### SCRIPT FOR CLEANING FILES AND FOR ARCHIVING #####
#!/bin/tcsh
# Create folders for archiving
mkdir SatStressModels
mkdir Grd_files
mkdir Dat_files
mkdir Mag_files
mkdir D_files
mkdir PostScripts
mkdir Logs
# move all files to their respective folders
mv SatStress*TAU.out SatStressModels
mv *grd* Grd_files
mv Enceladus*.dat Dat_files
mv m*mag.out Mag_files
mv m*d.out D_files
mv *.ps PostScripts
#mv log.time Logs
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APPENDIX C – ENCELADUS LOVE NUMBER ANALYSIS
The following is a summary of Love number results for Enceladus based on a series of models
we ran, motivated by the question: “What is the upper limit for Enceladus’s ice shell thickness
such that Coulomb fault failure is no longer permitted?”
To investigate this question, we ultimately want to run several models with variable ice
layer thicknesses (i.e., 6 km, 24 km, 30 km, 40 km, 50 km, 75 km, and 90 km), however
SatStress is also sensitive to several other parameters, such as upper ice lid/layer thickness, lower
ice layer viscosity, core density, etc. Here we investigate these additional parameters, keeping in
mind that Nimmo et al. (2007) use diurnal Love numbers h2 = 0.2 and l2 = 0.04 for their 24 km
thick ice shell model. We aim to identify a model (SatStress-specific parameters) that generate
similar Love numbers for a 24 km total ice shell, then generate variable Love numbers for
different ice layer thickness models (keeping all other parameters constant), and ultimately use
these Love numbers to evaluate the near-surface stresses for each model.

(b): Cross section
(a) Enceladus profile
Diagram 1. (a) Profile of Enceladus (to scale). (b) Enceladus cross-section (to scale).
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Question 1. How do Love numbers (both diurnal and NSR) vary as a function of lower ice layer
viscosity?
We first inspected both diurnal and NSR Love numbers to see how they vary as a
function of lower ice viscosity. Here, we assume an NSR value of 7.59x109 s, the default for
SatStress, and we varying the lower ice layer viscosity between 106 to 1017 Pa sec. We recognize
that viscosities much less than 1012 Pa sec are unreasonable, however we want to test the limits
of the Love number code in the is case. These results are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 1.
●

●

Results
Our results indicate that diurnal Love numbers change substantially and decrease with
increasing viscosity. NSR Love numbers values remain relatively constant, indicating relatively
minimal impact on this NSR time scale. Between viscosities of 1014 and 1012 Pa sec, there is a
sharp increase in h2 and l2 values, changing from 0.03 – 0.19 (h2) and 0.007 – 0.5 (l2). Because
our target values are h2 = 0.2 and l2 = 0.04, viscosities on the order of 1013 Pa sec should work for
the Enceladus model. Nimmo et al. (2007) reference a viscosity of 1013 Pa sec also.
●

●

●

Table 1. Love number results as a function of lower ice viscosity, assuming NSR = 7.54x109 s.
Love numbers for Enceladus as a function of lower ice viscosity (NSR = 7.54e9)
Upper Ice

Lower Ice

Ocean

Upper Ice

Lower Ice

Thickness

Thickness

Thickness

NSR

Viscosity

Viscosity

Diurnal

Diurnal

NSR

(km)

(km)

(km)

(sec)

(Pa*sec)

(Pa*sec)

H2

L2

H2

L2

3

21.2
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7.54E+009

1E+22

1E+17

0.0253

0.0060

0.17509

0.04469

3

21.2
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7.54E+009

1E+22

1E+16

0.0253

0.0060

0.19775

0.05127

3

21.2
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7.54E+009

1E+22

1E+15

0.0254

0.0060

0.19802

0.05135

3

21.2
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7.54E+009

1E+22

1E+14

0.0312

0.0074

0.19802

0.05135

3

21.2
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7.54E+009

1E+22

1E+13

0.1587

0.0401

0.19796

0.05133

3

21.2

71

7.54E+009

1E+22

1E+12

0.1973

0.0511

0.19493

0.05061

3

21.2

71

7.54E+009

1E+22

1E+11

0.1978

0.0513

0.19229

0.04998

3

21.2

71

7.54E+009

1E+22

1E+10

0.1978

0.0513

0.19220

0.04980

3

21.2

71

7.54E+009

1E+22

1E+09

0.1978

0.0513

0.19220

0.04980

3

21.2

71

7.54E+009

1E+22

1E+08

0.1957

0.0508

0.19220

0.04980

3

21.2

71

7.54E+009

1E+22

1E+07

0.1922

0.0500

0.19220

0.04980

3

21.2

71

7.54E+009

1E+22

1E+06

0.1920

0.0499

0.19220

0.04980

(a)

NSR

(b)
x

Figure 1. Love numbers (h2, k2, l2) as a function of viscosity (10 ) from Table 1. (a) Diurnal, (b) NSR Love numbers.
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Question 2. How do Love numbers (both diurnal and NSR) vary as a function of lower ice layer
viscosity when NSR is increased to 1017 s?
We tested this by changing the NSR value from 109 s (previous model) to 1017 s, while
varying the lower ice layer viscosity between 106 to 1017 Pa sec. These results are summarized
in Table 2 and Figure 2.
●

Results
The results show that there is no variance between the diurnal results here (assuming
NSR value of 1017 s) with that from Question 1 (109 s). Thus for large NSR time scales, the
diurnal Love numbers do not change. However, the NSR Love numbers do vary, as expected,
increasing with increasing NSR time scales, however they do not vary as a function of viscosity.
Love number h2 for 1017 s and 109 s is roughly 2.1 and 0.2, respectively, for all viscosities.
Likewise, Love number l2 for 1017 s and 109 s is roughly 0.56 and 0.05, respectively, for all
viscosities. Thus setting the NSR to a very high value, like 1017 s (on the order of the age of the
solar system) yields the same values for NSR h2 and l2 Love numbers for all viscosities,
demonstrating the numerical limits of the SatStress range of calculations.
Table 2. Love number results as a function of lower ice viscosity, assuming NSR = 1x1017 s. There is no variation
among the NSR Love numbers, and the diurnal Love numbers are identical to those in Table 1.
Love numbers for Enceladus as a function of lower ice viscosity (NSR = e17)
Upper Ice

Lower Ice

Ocean

Upper Ice

Lower Ice

Thickness

Thickness

Thickness

NSR

Viscosity

Viscosity

Diurnal

Diurnal

NSR

(km)

(km)

(km)

(sec)

(Pa*sec)

(Pa*sec)

H2

L2

H2

L2

3

21.2

71

1.00E+017

1E+22

1E+17

0.0253

0.0060

2.06305

0.55685

3

21.2

71

1.00E+017

1E+22

1E+16

0.0253

0.0060

2.06305

0.55685

3

21.2

71

1.00E+017

1E+22

1E+15

0.0254

0.0060

2.06305

0.55685

3

21.2

71

1.00E+017

1E+22

1E+14

0.0312

0.0074

2.06305

0.55685

3

21.2

71

1.00E+017

1E+22

1E+13

0.1587

0.0401

2.06305

0.55685

3

21.2

71

1.00E+017

1E+22

1E+12

0.1973

0.0511

2.06305

0.55685

3

21.2

71

1.00E+017

1E+22

1E+11

0.1978

0.0513

2.06305

0.55685

3

21.2

71

1.00E+017

1E+22

1E+10

0.1978

0.0513

2.06305

0.55685

3

21.2

71

1.00E+017

1E+22

1E+09

0.1978

0.0513

2.06305

0.55685

3

21.2

71

1.00E+017

1E+22

1E+08

0.1957

0.0508

2.06305

0.55685

3

21.2

71

1.00E+017

1E+22

1E+07

0.1922

0.0500

2.06305

0.55685

3

21.2

71

1.00E+017

1E+22

1E+06

0.1920

0.0499

2.06305

0.55685

(a)

NSR

(b)
x

Figure 2. Love numbers (h2, k2, l2) as a function of viscosity (10 ) from Table 2. (a) Diurnal, (b) NSR Love
numbers.
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Question 3. How do diurnal Love numbers vary as a function of upper ice layer thickness and
viscosity (thin lid)?
SatStress allows one to indicate both upper and lower ice layer thicknesses and
viscosities. We tested diurnal Love numbers by varying upper and lower ice thicknesses and
viscosities in order to get a better understanding of which parameters, when used in the SatStress
calculations, would yield results close to the ideal 24 km reference model (h2 = 0.2 and l2 =
0.04). We kept NSR constant at 1017 s. To specify a rigid upper lid for the top layer, we set
upper layer viscosity equal to ~ 1022 Pa sec. We require that the combined upper and lower ice
layer thicknesses equal 24.2 km. These results are summarized in Table 3.
●

Results
The results in Table 3 reflect several trial models of combined upper and lower ice
thicknesses and viscosities. Ultimately, these results show that Model 6, a thin upper rigid lid of
0.4 km, with upper and lower ice to viscosities of 1022 and 1013 Pa sec, respectively, generates
Love numbers consistent with those of the 24km standard model. We also note that an
unrealistic model (Model 2) with continuous upper/lower ice viscosity (~1012 Pa sec) also yields
similar results. We choose not to pursue this model further however, because of the low and
likely unrealistic viscosity.
●

●

This exercise demonstrates that there are multiple parameter combinations for acquiring
h2 and l2 that fit the 24 km reference model. Unfortunately, nearly all of these example upper ice
thicknesses, however, are unrealistic (as further investigated in Question 4). We subsequently
discovered that each layer thickness must be on the order of the SatStress-defined grid cell
spacing, which is 1 km for all of our test models.

Table 3. Love number results as a function of variable upper ice thickness and viscosity combinations. We
constrain the total upper + lower ice thickness to be 24.2 km for all models.
Diurnal Love numbers for Enceladus as a function of upper ice thickness and viscosity
Upper Ice

Lower Ice

Ocean

Upper Ice

Lower Ice

Thickness

Thickness

Thickness

Viscosity

Viscosity

Model

(km)

(km)

(km)

(Pa*sec)

(Pa*sec)

H2 (raw)

L2 (raw)

H2

L2

1

0.2

24

71

1E+22

6E+12

0.2472

0.0594

0.2

0.06

Test model

Love Numbers (Diurnal)
Description

2

0.2

24

71

6E+12

6E+12

0.1805

0.0442

0.2

0.04

Continuous upper/lower layer, e12 viscosity too low!

3

12.1

12.1

71

6E+12

6E+12

0.1806

0.0737

0.2

0.07

Continuous upper/lower layer

4

1.0

23.2

71

1E+22

6E+12

0.2992

0.0688

0.3

0.07

Upper lid, 1km

5

0.4

23.8

71

1E+22

6E+12

0.2862

0.0442

0.3

0.04

Upper lid, 0.4 km

6

0.4

23.8

71

1E+22

1E+13

0.1507

0.0360

0.2

0.04

Upper lid, 0.4 km, increase viscosity, e13

7

0.2

24

71

1E+22

1E+13

0.1249

0.0300

0.1

0.03

Upper lid, 0.2 km, same viscosity

8

0.2

24

71

1E+13

1E+13

0.0904

0.0220

0.1

0.02

Continuous layer @ 1e13 viscosity
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Question 4.

Do Love numbers increase with decreasing lid thickness (they should!)?

Based on a previous discussion with Bob, we suspected that the models that were
analyzed in the initial calculations (above) using a 0.2 km shell may be too thin to provide
realistic results for a lid/no lid evaluation of the Love numbers (i.e., we want to test the
hypothesis that Love numbers should increase as the lid thickness decreases, or goes to zero). To
test this hypothesis, we explore the behavior of Love numbers with upper ice thicknesses ranging
from 0.2 – 12 km, constraining the total ice layer thickness to be 24.2 km. We adopt a viscosity
of 1022 Pa sec (rigid lid) and 1013 Pa sec for the lower ice layer, respectively. These results are
summarized in Figure 4 and Table 4.
●

●

Figure 4: Love numbers (h2, k2, l2) as a function of upper lid thickness. .
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Table 4: Love numbers as a function of upper lid thicknesses. The highlighted portions indicate our target Love
number values for Enceladus
Upper Ice

Lower Ice

Ocean

Upper Ice

Lower Ice

Thickness

Thickness

Thickness

Viscosity

Viscosity

Model

(km)

(km)

(km)

(Pa•sec)

(Pa•sec)

H2 (raw)

L2 (raw)

H2

L2

1

0.2

24

71

1.00E+22

1.00E+13

0.1249

0.0300

0.1

0.03

2

0.4

23.8

71

1.00E+22

1.00E+13

0.1507

0.0360

0.2

0.04

3

0.6

23.6

71

1.00E+22

1.00E+13

0.1709

0.0408

0.2

0.04

4

0.8

23.4

71

1.00E+22

1.00E+13

0.1845

0.0442

0.2

0.04

5

1.0

23.2

71

1.00E+22

1.00E+13

0.1925

0.0464

0.2

0.05

6

2.0

22.4

71

1.00E+22

1.00E+13

0.1867

0.0463

0.2

0.05

7

3.0

21.2

71

1.00E+22

1.00E+13

0.1587

0.0400

0.2

0.04

8

4.0

20.2

71

1.00E+22

1.00E+13

0.1332

0.0338

0.1

0.03

9

8.0

16.2

71

1.00E+22

1.00E+13

0.0759

0.0192

0.1

0.02

10

12.0

12.2

71

1.00E+22

1.00E+13

0.0517

0.0190

0.1

0.02

Love Numbers (Diurnal)

Results
Figure 4 shows that an upper layer thickness less than 1 km does not yield realistic
values. For upper layer thicknesses of 0.2 – 1.0 km, h2, k2, and l2 values increase with increasing
lid thickness, while in reality, Love number values should decrease with increasing ice thickness.
Per previous communication with Zane (9/25/09, response to the SatStress code inquiry),
certain sample points may not be included in the calculation domain (grid spacing) of the
program. Thus, selecting the proper increments is key for attaining consistent results. If the grid
spacing for SatStress is defined at 1 km, then layer thicknesses less than 1 km should not be
utilized.
This study indicates that valid results (upper lid thicknesses > 1km) demonstrate a
decreasing trend of Love number values with increasing lid thickness. Based on this analysis,
we adopt a model with a 3 km rigid lid (Model 7), which yields h2 and l2 values close to the 24
km reference model.
Question 5. By how much do the Nimmo et al. (2007) parameters and resulting Love numbers
differ from the default values we’ve been using for Enceladus?
Digging deeper (the core!) into the model parameters, we tested our current working
model parameters against the values reported in Nimmo et al. (2007), which primarily differ in
ice and core density. (Note, we should have done this in the first place, but just recently caught
these differences). We note that the Nimmo model also contains a slightly thicker core radius,
which propagates small variations to the ocean and ice layer thickness in comparison with our
model (Nimmo assumes an ice-ocean layer combined thickness of 91km, as compared to our 95
km thickness). Here we show how the diurnal Love numbers vary for the models, as a function
of total ice thickness (upper rigid layer = 3 km + lower viscous layer (of varying size)). We
vary the ocean thickness to accommodate the total ice layer variations, constraining the total
thickness (ice + ocean) to be 95 km.
The parameters of both our working model (Olgin) and Nimmo’s model are summarized
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below in Table 5 for a 24 km total ice shell model. Figure 5 and Table 5.1 shows the results of
this 24 km example, plus several other cases for ice thickness (6 km, 30 km, 40 km, 50 km, 75
km,
95
km).
Table 5. Comparison of our working model (Olgin) and Nimmo model parameters for example 24 km ice
shell model. Note: * denotes values from Nimmo et al. (2007). Note that the two models primarily differ in
core density: Olgin model uses 1610 g/cm3 (Jacobson et al., 2006), which is likely too low, and the Nimmo
model uses 3500 g/cm3.
Parameter

Olgin

Parameter

Nimmo

Olgin

Nimmo

7.12e4

*6.7e4

1.0e3

1.0e3

Ocean

Upper Ice
Thickness (km)

3.0e0

3.0e0

Density (g•cm- 3)

9.17e2

*9.50e2

Thickness (km)
Density (g•cm- 3)

Lame_mu

3.49e9

3.49e9

Lame_mu

Lame_lambda

6.8e9

6.8e9

Lame_lambda

Viscosity

1.0e22

1.0e22

0

0

Tensile_str

0

0

2.0e9

2.0e9

Viscosity

0

0

Tensile_str

0

0

Core

Lower Ice
Thickness (km)

2.12e4

2.1e4

Density (g•cm- 3)

9.17e2

*9.50e2

Thickness (km)

1.56e5

*1.61e5

Density (g•cm- 3)

1.61e3

*3.50e3
*1.0e11

Lame_mu

3.49e9

3.49e9

Lame_mu

4.0e10

Lame_lambda

6.8e9

6.8e9

Lame_lambda

4.0e10

4e10

Viscosity

1.0e13

1.0e13

Viscosity

1.0e21

1.0e21

0

0

0

0

Tensile_str

Tensile_str

(b) Nimmo model

(a) Olgin model

Figure 5. (a) Olgin and (b) Nimmo results assuming a 3 km rigid lid. Plots shown are for variations of total ice
thickness (upper + lower layer combined). The 24 km ice thickness model parameters are provided in Table 5.
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Table 5.1. Love numbers as a function varying ice thickness/ocean depth. All models assume a 3 km rigid lid and a
total 95 km ice + ocean layer thickness. Model 1 = 6 km ice layer; Model 2 = 24 km ice layer; Model 3 = 30 km ice
layer; Model 4 = 40 km ice layer; Model 5 = 50 km ice layer; Model 6 = 75 km ice layer; Model 7 = 90 km ice layer.

(b) Nimmo model

(a) Olgin model

Results
Figure 5 shows resulting Love numbers using a 3 km rigid upper ice layer with 1022
Pa sec viscosity for both Olgin and Nimmo parameter sets (Table 5). Overall, these results show
that both models have similar trends with thickening ice shells: Love numbers decrease with
increasing ice shell thickness. While these models reflect different core densities and small
differences in layer thicknesses, the Love numbers generated by both models are fairly similar.
For the thinnest ice shell model (Model 1, total ice thickness of 6 km), Olgin and Nimmo h 2
Love numbers approach 0.22 and 0.27, respectively, the largest deviation noted. For this model,
k2 and l2 numbers are 0.12 and 0.05 (Olgin) and 0.1 and 0.07 (Nimmo). Smaller variations exist
for the other models. We suspect that the primary difference in the Love number profiles
between the two models is due to the larger assumed core density (3500 vs 1611 g/cm3) of the
Nimmo/Olgin models, further explored in Question 6.
●

________________________
Question 5a. What happens to Love number curve when the upper rigid lid is removed?
In much earlier versions of these models (not shown here), we noted an exponential
behavior in the Love numbers as a function of total ice shell thickness. We no longer observe
this pattern, and we suspect that this is due to the thicker rigid lid (3km, instead of 0.2 km) that
we are now assuming in the model. To test this idea, we ran an additional simulation where the
rigid lid is removed (hence, we force the viscosity of the lid to be the same, 10 13 Pa sec, as the
viscous lower ice layer). For this case, we assume identical model parameters as described
above, with the exception of the upper ice layer viscosity. Table 5a shows these results for the
no-lid case. The following figures show these results for the no-lid case (Figure 5a.1) and a
combined lid/no-lid plot (Figure 5a.2) for visual comparison.
●
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Table 5a. Love numbers as a function varying ice thickness/ocean depth for no-lid model (continuous viscosity in the ice
layer). All models assume a 3 km viscous lid (1013 Pa●sec) and a total 95 km ice + ocean layer thickness.

(b) Nimmo no-lid

(a) Olgin no-lid

(a) Olgin no-lid model

(b) Nimmo no-lid model

Figure 5a.1 (a) Olgin and (b) Nimmo results assuming no rigid lid (continuous viscosity, 1013 Pa-s) for both ice layers. All
models assume a 3 km viscous lid (1013 Pa●sec) and a total 95 km ice + ocean layer thickness.
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(a) Olgin
lid/no-lid
models

(b)
Nimmo lid/no-lid models

Figure 5a.2 Combined plots for a rigid lid (solid lines) and no-lid (dashed lines) for h2 and l2 Love numbers.
We omit the k2 values for simplicity.

Results
As expected, assuming no rigid lid, the Love number curve reproduces the exponential
pattern we observed in preliminary models. Overall, Love numbers are particularly sensitive to
the thin ice shell model (Model 1, 6 km) and are larger for the no rigid lid model for this case.
However, Love numbers for our reference 24 km model, and other ice thickness models, are
actually lower for the no lid case. We still don’t understand this issue. This is a slightly different
test than that discussed in Question 4, where we varied the upper rigid layer thickness and found
that a thin lid (< 1 km) is not a valid test case due to grid spacing issues. Here we avoid this
issue by assigning a upper layer thickness of 3 km, with an continuous viscosity throughout the
entire ice layer.
We note that the Nimmo model values, for no rigid lid, are consistent with our target values for a
24 km ice shell, but the Olgin values are too low. Perhaps the core density has a much larger
impact on the Love numbers when no lid is present. Core densities cited in other publications
demonstrate a core density closer to the value (Schubert et al. (2007), Roberts & Nimmo (2007)).
The Olgin core value assumes 1610 g/cm3. We address this parameter next.
A non-rigid lid model might be unrealistic, making the surface approach highly viscous
conditions. Perhaps it is more realistic to assume a thin (~3km) rigid lid, which accommodates
brittle failure.
Extra note: We need to keep in mind that we want the ability to extend our faults down to some
depth, and 3km might be a lower end member. Perhaps we’ll explore 4-8km rigid lid models in
the future.
Question 6. How important are the core density, viscosity, and Lame parameters?
Here we vary the core density parameter, having noted that our assumed core density is likely too
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low. We adopt the Nimmo core density of 3500 g/cm3 here to test the resulting variation in Love
numbers. Table 6 and Figure 6 provides these results.
Table 6. Love number results assuming (a) original core density of 1606 g/cm3 and (b) new core density of 3500g/cm3 .

(a) original core density (1606 g/cm3)

(a) h2

(b) new core density (3500 g/cm3)

(b) k2

(c) l2

Figure 6. Love number results for core density comparison for (a) h 2, (b) k2, and (c) l2. Solid lines represent original core
density (1606 g/cm3). Dashed lines represent new core density (3500 g/cm3).

Results
From these results, we see that core density can also be considered a key parameter in
this Love number analysis. Figure 6a demonstrates that the h2 values vary the most with
changing density. Figures 6b and 6c demonstrates the k2 and l2 values, respectively, do not
change considerably with changing density. While these variations are not significant, from here
on out, we will adopt a core density of 3500 g/cm3.
_____________________
In an attempt to understand the overall core parameters, we also calculated models with
high and low core viscosity values, and large adjustments to the core Lame parameters. Table 6a
provides the results for core viscosities 1017 and 0 Pa sec, basically demonstrating that in the
core, the core viscosity has no direct relevance in the overall computation of the Love numbers.
Likewise, although not shown, varying the core Lame parameters has no direct effect on final
Love number values.
●
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Table 6a. Varying core viscosities for two extreme cases, both yielding the same values as the previous models.

(a) High core viscosity (1017 Pa●sec)

(b) Low core viscosity (0 Pa●sec)

Summary: How do our final Love numbers vary with total ice/ocean thicknesses?
Overall, we have learned many important aspects of Love number behavior as a function
of ice and core parameters. Throughout this exercise, we have developed the ideal parameters
for acquiring the best fit model for a 24 km ice shell, and have extended these parameters to
identify Love numbers for several other ice shell thickness models. Through these forward
modeling techniques, we plan to adopt the following SatStress parameters listed in Table 7. The
Love numbers generated by this set of parameters, for variable ice shell thicknesses, are provided
in Figure 7.
Table 7. Final SatStress parameters, for an example 24 km ice shell.

Parameter

Olgin

Parameter

Upper Ice
Thickness (km) 3.0e0
Density (g•cm- 3) 9.17e2

Thickness (km) 7.12e4
Density (g•cm- 3) 1.0e3

Lame_mu 3.49e9
Lame_lambda

Lame_mu

6.8e9

Lame_lambda

Viscosity 1.0e22
Tensile_str

0

Lower Ice

2.0e9

Viscosity

0

Tensile_str

0

Thickness (km) 1.56e5
Density (g•cm- 3) 3.50e3

Density (g•cm- 3) 9.17e2
Lame_mu 3.49e9

Lame_mu 4.0e10

6.8e9

Lame_lambda 4.0e10

Viscosity 1.0e13
Tensile_str

0

Core

Thickness (km) 2.12e4

Lame_lambda

Olgin

Ocean

Viscosity

0

Tensile_str
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1.0e21
0

Figure 7. Love numbers as a function of total ice thickness, using the final parameter file shown in Table 7.
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